Enhancement of acoustic evoked potentials and impairment of startle reflex induced by reduction of GABAergic control of the neural substrates of aversion in the inferior colliculus.
The neural network of the inferior colliculus (IC), implicated in the generation of defensive behavior to aversive acoustic stimuli, is under tonic GABAergic control. Dopamine also seems to have a modulatory role in these neural circuits. It is still unclear how such changes in transmission of acoustic information influence the motor expression of the defensive behavior. Startle reaction to a sudden noise has been used as an effective way to measure the motor reactivity of rats to fearful acoustic stimuli. In this work we examined the processing of sensorial information--assessed by the recording of auditory evoked potentials (AEP)--and the behavioral effects--evaluated by the freezing and startle responses--during the reduction of GABA levels caused by microinjections of semicarbazide (SMC, 6 microg/0.2 microl), a glutamic acid decarboxylase inhibitor, into the IC. These data were compared to the effects of the overall arousal elicited by apomorphine (APO, 0.5 mg/kg, i.p.). The results obtained show that IC microinjections of SMC induced freezing behavior, enhanced the AEP and impaired the startle reaction to a loud sound. On the other hand, APO changed neither the AEP nor the startle in the same experimental conditions. These results suggest that the release of GABAergic control of the neural substrates of aversion in the IC results in an increased processing of auditory information along with an inhibitory influence on the motor pathways responsible for the startle response.